Texas After Violence Project Digital Archive Primary Source Analysis Worksheet

Please analyze one Item you uploaded to the Omeka site, using the following worksheet.

1) Identify the format of the primary source (i.e. letter, photo, etc.), and indicate its title. Describe the item in detail. What are its main topics or themes? Describe the essential, unique characteristics of the item. If the item is a letter, is it hand- or type-written? Does it have any seals, stamps, or notations? Does it feature or mention any people, acronyms, organizations, or institutions about which you might learn more?

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

2) List three things you find particularly striking or important about the item.

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

3) What questions are raised for you about this item? What information might you seek in order to gain a fuller understanding of the item?

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

4) How can you connect this item with our study of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights? What aspects of the item strike you as relevant in terms of human rights rhetoric we’ve studied this semester?

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________